Stimulus velocity dependence of human vertical optokinetic nystagmus and afternystagmus.
Stimulus velocity dependence of human VOKN and VOKAN was investigated using 20 degrees, 40 degrees, 60 degrees, and 80 degrees/s optokinetic stimulation. In our experimental conditions, 40 degrees/s was found to be the most appropriate stimulus velocity for inducing reliable VOKN and VOKAN based on the analysis of SPV, gain, and the area under the VOKAN decay curve. There was a clear trend toward up/down asymmetry of VOKN gain, with higher upward OKN SPV than downward at 40 degrees/s. VOKAN with both short and long time constant components was induced in 5 of 11 subjects, but only when the stimulus was upgoing. Stimulation at 20 degrees/s in either direction produced a decay with only a short time constant. VOKN-SPV and the area under VOKAN decay curve at 40 degrees/s showed no significant difference from the corresponding values at 60 degrees/s or 80 degrees/s, indicating that following and the velocity storage mechanism had saturated at 40 degrees/s. However, the gain at 60 degrees/s and 80 degrees/s became low and eye movement regularity was poor. Stimulation at 20 degrees/s may activate mainly the vertical pursuit mechanism, as it did not produce up/down asymmetry. It is proposed that, as in the horizontal case, two kinds of mechanisms are involved in vertical stripe-following eye movements, which represent smooth pursuit and optokinetic systems respectively.